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DYNAMICS OF AN ORBITING SCROLL WITH AXIAL COMPLIANCE PART I- SIMUI,ATION OF ORAfTEil AXIAL MOTION 

H.T. Shu and A-A. Pera.cchio 
United Technologieo Re•earch Center 

Silver Lane · M.S. I 9 
East Hartford, CT 061 OR 

ABSTRACT 
A dynamic model was developed for investigating the axial motion ,,fan orbiting scroll design which incorporates passive axial and radial compliance m•chanisms. Th~ rnnd~l uses three degrees of freedom to describe the orbiting scroll axial motion. It also in-cludes rnnt>ct constraints for the thrust surface, the wrap tip and flanks, the crank case, and the hub bearing. The equations of motion were derived using the Lagrangian formulation. The-sy•tem natural froquencies wore predicted, and forced reoponse analyses were performed. Results of the orbiting scroll dynamks analysi, nnt <•IllY shnw good agreement with the experimental data., but abo highlight the importance of the c<>n<traiut.s. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
A comprehen•ive re•~arch program has b~en undertaken hy th~ !lnited Technologies Reoea.rch Center (UTRC) to develop improved understanding of scroll cnmpressor perfnrmance and dynamics in support of Carrier's product applications. This research program consists <>f not. <>nl_v extensive analyticallnodeling but afso experimental investiga.tJOn or System perfnrmanc-e, prPSSUTE"5 1 tE'mpera.tures, vibrations, and dynamic characteristics using instrumented compreosors (Ref. l ). In this paper, a simulation of the orbiting scroll axial motion Is presented. 

Setrf;'raJ investigations of scroll compressor dynami(' lu•havinr involving orbiter motion ha.ve been re~ ported (Refs. 2 to 4). Thse studies (which usually include an orhiter, "n Oldham coupling ring, an axial and radial compliance mechanism, and a crank shaft) have been <1<-velnped using D'Alembert's principle to model the orbiter inertial effects. These studies assumed that l.he <>rbiter motion wa.s constrainted to be in a. plane perpendicular to the shaft centerline and within I hat plane, l.o execute a circular orbiting motion. Some have allowed for variations in shaft speed (Ref.3). The effect of damping and stiffness of the .backchamber seal mechanism on the axial motion were not mnsidered These studies have served ao first generation •croll compressor design tools. However, in ord"r to furth~r improve understanding of compression effi.Ci@ncy, COmpOnent reliability a!'ld (Otnf'fE"SSI"Jr noisC' 1 thr:- ci~V('JopntE!nt of a more sophisticated dynamk model is requirE>d ~o account for additional degre@!i of frPE"dom of motion a"d backchamber seal effects. 

2. DYNAMIC MOI)F,J,JNG 
'rhe dynamic model developed for investigating th~ snnll <>rbitN axial motion is described in this section. The model consi•ls of three degrees of freednm r•presPnt•d by three generali•ed coordinates. It also account• for motion conotra.ints that might occur duet<> wrap tip rnnt"-d with the mating baseplate, wrap Hank conta.d with that of the fixod scroll at othN than I h• ideal cnnta.ct line, the thrust surface contact, motion constrained by the mechanical limits of th~ (-omprE>ssinn (tf th@ backchamber seals. and finally, contact of the orbiter hub "'ith the drive ohaft mechanism. 

2.1 Equations of Motion 

The ochematic diagram of an orbHing scroll model is shown in Pig. 1, where F., M~, and Mv repreoent the a.xial component of the time va.rying loa.d and the x a.nd y \omrwncnts of the time varying moments acting on the orbiter during comperosor operations. (Further descriptions <>f theoe three parameters will be given in the Case-Study Section.) The orbit~r is supported hy twu '-" three backchamber seals with rad..ij rt 7 r2 , and 1"'J respecthrely. 

Let I) (X,, Yj, Z 1 ) be the inertial coordinat• system with origin 0 f fi:<~d a.t the shaft center, 2) (=<, y, z) be the moving coordinate syotem with origin 0. fix~d a.t tb~ renter nf the baoepla.te bottom surface uf orbiting scroll and alwa.yo parallel to the inertial coordina.t~ system throughout the entire compres•or operation, 3) (r., n) be the radiuo of orbiting circle and shaft sp~~d, and 4) ( z0 , 0.,, Or) be the generalized coordinates deocribing the orbiter axial tra.nolation and rotations of -,: and y axes. If z
0 , (J~, and (J¥ are small, the dioplacement and velocity vectors of a small element of the orbiter at poi11t P(:t,y,z) can be 
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expreooed in termo of theoe parameten a• follows. 

(1) 

(2) 

Or 

thruet •urft.ce 

Fis. 1 Schematic Dia1ram of Orbiting Scroll Dynamic:• Model 

The system kinetic energy (T) and potential energy (I') can he approximated by the following two 

equations. 

T 
l r . . 
2 lv "•. ilp dm 

~r;n2 m. + ~mi~ + 2/~rrO! + ~111,9~ I~yBTiJY +- c~"ym.i"O:- ec~mZQOY 

-(<«m!1r0 w• !1t)O,- (e .. m!1r0 •in !lt)li, 
(3) 

(4) 

where m., ec:z- 1 e~;y 1 l!J!!!!' !""' l:~:v a.r~ the orbiter mass! cent@.r of gravily. fH\d moments and products of inertia, 

and k.,i = 1,2,3, are the backcha.mber sea.l stiffM•••• p~r unit. knp;th. 

The system generalized forces Q, ca.n be deriv~d in tNms nf 1h~ axial load, F, moments, M, a.nd M., 

body force, mg0 , and seal d;:t.mping nlues, c.,i"' 1,2,3, using the following virtual work concept. 

(F,- mg0 )oz. + (M.- mg.e._) o6, + (M, + mfl••=) o6• -

J.J .. (E, c,r;d,P)(ilpou,.) ... o 
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(F,- mg.- 2" 2:, c,r,z.)oz. + (M,- mg.<0 y - "2:, c,r;iJ,)60,+ 
( M• + mg.e._ - 11" L., c,r~0.)60y 

By comparing the coeffieiento of the virtual diopla.cemento of th~ ,three g~neralized coordinates, we have . 

(5) 

Finally, the equations of motion can be derived fr<">ln the following Lagrange's equation. 

d 8L 8[ 
di(aq,l - a;;; = Q. (6} 

where L == T - V and q, and q, are the generalized coordinates (z.,o.,o.) and their time derivatives. By carrying out the differentiations of the Lagrange'• equation and With th~ help of Eqo. (3}, (4) and (5), we ha.ve three equations of motion for the orbiter axi=tl motion 1 cxprei;G('d in a. ma.trix form a.s follow a. 

[ -e:m -ecym ~~m J { 
Zo } ~ I •• !•• ii., 

e .. m -!"" lw 8. 

[ 21r~,c,r, 0 

"L,~ c,r; ] { 

•• 
} + 

,. L,, c,r~ o. (7) 0 o. 

[ 211" L.t•· 0 

1rl:,~k,r? ]{ 

z. 

} { P, mg. 

} 1rL.,Ic,r? o. .!Hr ~ 1n.qcp_t1!1 - ec.zm0 2
T 0 3in0t 

0 o. Afy + mgr.ecT + ec.:~:mf1: 2 t0 CO.!flt 
The orbiting scroll system natural frequencies and Inode shapes can be computed using Eq. (7) by dropping both the damping and external load terms. However, beraus• the orbiter is placed in a confined compa.rhn.ent, the forced respon!e dyna.mic::s a.nalysis must acconnt for all poMible constraints on the orbiter aria! motion due to the fixed o<.roll, Oldham coupling ring, slider block, ar1d crank case. Eight possible motion constraints are depicted in Fig. 2, and are indicated by the ,\., i ~ 1, 2, ... 8. lt should be noted lhat >., can occur at the wrap tip of •it her the orbiting nr fixed s<rnll as shown in Fig. 2 and to be described further in Section 2.3. 

Fie. 2 Constraints o( Orbiter Axial Motion 
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2.2 Equations of Motion Con•traints 

Figure 3 show• the deta.ils of five poesible con•traint points at the orbiting scroll wrap tips for a.ny given 

8: and IJu, where the dotted lines represent the wrap profiles of the fixpd srroll, the solid lines repr~sent 

those of the orbiting scroll, point #1 is possible a:<ia.l contact point, a.nd pnints #2 to 5 are the possible 

ra.dla.l contact point•. The geometric locations of these contact points at a.ny given instant (or cra.nk angle) 

are a.na.lytically defined. In other words, the gap between the two scroll wraps for any given IJ:, (J• are 

analytically d~termined. N~glecting the film effects due to orb1ter rei• rive motions, the following constr .. int 

equations can bt' ea.oily derived. Fig. 3 illustrates these contact points NntP lha.t the scroll is oriented so 

that the rotation of the orbiter is along the line A· A. 

where 

(p1 )<op co•( 'l't - 8,.) - ( z, )<or - zo :; ( t:.z,),,r for .X, 

(r2).,,- (p2).,, Ji7t('1'2 - 8,.) $ (t:.r,).,, fnr .X, 

(r,) .. ,- (p,) .. , Ji7t('l'3- e.,) < (6r3),,p fnr .X3 

(P<)hp •zn('l'• + 8,.)- (r<)top $ (t:.r,),.r for -'• 

(p,)e,p ;in(<po + 0,.)- (r5),., s ( t:.r,),.p Jnr .\5 

l 
(r,),.. == ,j(z~ + Y?le.r ) 

(p,),,p- j(x~ + Y? 1- z:J.,r • 

<p, ~ ;in-'((r,),.p/(-p,).,p) 

i"' l, .. , 5 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

and (6zt),.p represent. the axial clearance between the tip of the orbiting s<roll and the root of the fixed 

scroll at point #1, a.nd (6r2),.,, ..• , (t:.r5 ),., are the radial gaps (or clearanre•) between points 2 and 2', ... , 

5 a.nd 5' respectively. 

Fir;. 3 Conflr;ur11.tion of Constr10int Models 
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By r<>fering to Fig. 2, the constraint equatiomo for the thrust surfa.<"r, huh bearing, and crank case can 

also be derived ao follows. 

where 

for .\r 

for~" 

p.,"' Jzl, + rl,., "'''"' •in"" 1
(r.,./p.,) 

P!K"' Jzf., + ~~. 'P~K"' .,n·· 1(r0,jp,,) 

(12) 

{13) 

It should be noted that the oight mnstraint equations shown in Eqs. (8) and (12) are nonlinear 

conditional holonomic constraints, and they must be checked at every int~gration step to see if they are 

violated. Once one or more constraints are violated, the m"tion nf the orbiter io defined in part by 

the conotr,.int condition, in which case the equal sign in th~ appropriate mnstraint equation defines the 

relationship that must geometrically exist during the time that the <onstra.ini condition is in place. During 

those time intervals, the constraint equation• must b(' oolved with th"' equation• of motion, as described 

belo ... It io also important to note that 9., 9y, and 9., are a.lwa.yo small (i.•. le"" than 0.1 degrees, or 0.002 

radiano), and Eq. (11) ca.u be approximated by the following relation. 

{14) 

After some mathematical manipulations, the eight constraint equations can be simplified to the following 

fonn. 

-1 (rl).,. 01n ¢, -( rt),,. cos ¢. {6z,).,0 

0 (•2) ... .!tn ¢, -(z2).,. cos ¢. (6r2)hp 
0 (zJ)hr sm ¢. -(z,)tor cos ¢0 

{ } 
(6r1 ).,. 

0 (z,),,, sin¢, -(z4).,. cos ¢. •• {6r1 ) ... 

0 (••)tor •in ¢< -( zs) ... cos ¢. 
e. s (6rs).,0 

-1 ru "in t:P~ -rh ca.!l'¢c: o. ~z;. 

or 
(15) 

T~;c .!in ¢c -Tc.:: Co" !'Pc .6.zr.~ 

0 Zfn- .!ltn t/Jt: - zm. .CO.! ifJc 6r., 

a,kq• S t!ob,, j = 1, ... , 8, k ~ 1, 2, 3 

2.3 Clearances of Motion Constra.int8 

The instantaneous clearance• of the orbiter motion conotraints for the right-hand side of Eqs. ( 15) 

must be specified. Theo instantaneous wrap tip dea.ra:nccs, (~r2)t.p 1 ... 1 (~rs)hp ca.n be computed from the 

geometric locations of the scroll profiles. The hub bearing clearance, 6r,,. can be obtained from the design 

geometry. Ho"ever, beca.uoe the height• of the scroll wraps are usually contoured to a.ccommodate the 

expected thermal expansions, the three a.xial clearances, (6zt).,0 , 6z,., anrl 6z,, are related to the wr"p 

heights of the fixed and orbiting ocrolls at the contact point. and the static axial clearance between the 

fixed scroll a.nd the crank ca.Be, .6z4~ iU Bhown in Fig. 2. (f finite E"IE"menL [lj:ttuduri!l ana.lynia rel!lults are 

available, the wrap deflection data. ca.n a.loo be incorporated into tl1is analysio. Assuming the height. of 

the fixed and orbiting stroll wraps at the axial contact point are ZfJ and z01 , the height of the fixed scroll 

wrap at the thrust surface is h,,., then we have the following relationships. 

(6z,),.. 
tJ.z,, 
6Zr;r; 
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h,.0 M AX[(z.1 ),.0 , (z,,),,] 
0 
Za( - 11zt. - Zbp 

0 

( Zot)hp · ho.0 

Z4 c: - 6zt 8 "r Z&p 

(16) 



Equation (16j define• which of the axial clearance constraints ar~ activated. It should be noted that 
the wrap tip and thru•t •urface constraint. can be activated simultaneously or one at a. time. 

2.4 Equations of Motion with Constraints 

It io obvious tha.t if any conditional holonomic constraints are violal~d, there will be reaction forces 
exerted on theo orbiter at the <":f.nta.d points as shown in FiK. 2. Thl;'se couLrt~:t forces can be represented 
by La.gra.nge multiplier .x •. The equations of motion with two constraints; as an examplej a.re given below. 

m -eq,rm e,.7'm 0 0 

l 
zt;l' 

l 
2:>r I:. c,r, 0 0 0 

j l j i. )' -eqm I~x ~l:r;tl 0 0 ii. 0 7r}: 1 c~r~ 0 0 e. 
~.::.rm -!~" I•• 0 0 o. + 0 0 1r L.:~ c,r~ 0 e. 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

21rE,k,r1 0 0 -a~~ .,, l j Zo 

H 
F,- mg" 

l 0 :>rL,k,r~ 0 -a,2 -a1a 9. M. m,g,.e.C.fl - ec:l;m02rr;J.!innt 
0 0 ,. I:, k,r~ -ad -a,J e. My+ mg<e"" + e"'m!l2 r.co$!1! 

ai:l "·• "•J 0 0 .\, b.b, 
a,l ai2 a,, 0 0 .\, b.b; 

( 17) 

where a, 1 , a.12, a13, 4jl, t1j21 a1J, 6b,, and. dbj are the coefficients and constant clearances of the violated ith 
and j'h constraint equations. 

3. METHOD OF SOLUTION 

Because the coefli<ients ofthP equation. of motion rnnta.in m>tPri>l """ inPrtia prnpPrliPs ofthP orbiting 
scroll a.nd ba.ckchunber seals, the numerical va.lups of the matrix PlemPnts vary greatly in magnitude. To 
a.void any truncation errors in the numerical inte!i!;ra.tion, all dE>pcndeTJI and independent variables are 
normalized to ha.ve numerical values in the order of onE". Th~t> rE'fPrf"nr-=-d parameters chosen fnr this 
normalization proceos are 

(18) 
c.,= mf(:>r r&p b.t), k, = m/(7r r., t>t2

) 

where .O.t io the integration time etep and r&p is the radius of the baseplate. The normalized dependent 
a.nd independent parameters for the equations of motion and cunstra.ints are listed below. 

Za = Zo/ Zn, e~ = e~;e .. , e, = e.;o.,, 

.<. = z./ b.t z.., li. "' 9~/(b.t o.,), li. = e.f(b.t e.,), 

i. = 'i0 /(b.t2 z.,), e."' 8./(6!2 e .. ), e. = o.J(b.t' o .. ), 

f, = r,/r&p, ii = c.,/c"Pu k; "' k,jk.,, 
(19) 

i%% .:: I '.I!:&/ In, iyy = lwfl.,, f •• = 1 •• 1 1.,, 

ec:r: = et:::r: 1 r~tp, ... = """; • .,, ea = ~~.!/rbp, i'0 = r0 /r&p, 

i = tjb.t, Th ::::=: Tt./Tbr;n r,. = .,.; • .,, e1 = eJir,., 

f, = r,(r.,, b.i; = b.z;/ >.,, b.r, = b.r,f z.,, F, = F,/m 
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The normalized equation• of motion become 

and the normalized constraint equations are 

-1 (rdto~ "" tPo -( "' ) ... cos ¢. 0 ( .iiz ),.p •in tPo -(i2)top cos ¢. 
0 (z,)u, "".Po (iJ)hp CIM ,P, 
0 (z,),.. sm ¢< -(z4 ),,, cos <Po 
0 (is),., .<in <Pc -(z,),., co• <Pc 

-I ft;, 8t'tl. 4lr:: -ft.:~~ ClM t/Jr:: 
l fc:c .!in rPc: -Fe~ C.O& c/Jc 
0 Zlw $In tPe -z~w co.< ,P, 

0 
L:.<.r~ 

0 L~.r~ ] { :: } + 

f', - g< 
1ft~ - 9r: €cy " Cczfl 2Tt~Jin Ot 
,;ly + 9c etiZ I· eeo!!l 2

faC03 .Ot 

(C.z-I).,, 
(C.f, ) .. , 

{ rl 
(C.r,J,. 

:; (C.r,),.. 
(C.r,),, 

/}it. 

~i<!f! 
i'.fh. 

} 
(20) 

(21) 

Because l) the equations of motion a.re coupled through the inertia t•rm, 2) the constraint equations 
are nonlinear and must be checked at every integn•tion et~p, and 3) the violated constraint equations 
must be solved •imultaneou•ly with the equations of motion, the numerical snluti<•n could exhibit stability 
problems. Therefore the Nt"'wmark meth()d was choeen to snlvP tht?" abnv{' ri ynamics equations because it 
provides stable nuiUerical •olutions to this type of problem_ 

4. CASE STUDY 
The pre•ent study is ba.sed on design data. for an experiment.al •~roll compre3SOr teoted in the UTRC 

compre••or la.bor .. tory described in a companion paper (Ref. !). 
4.1 Re•ulto of Undamped Free Vibration Analysis 

The undamped free vibration a.na.lysia vra.s performed to identify the systern natural frequencies, and the 
first three harmonic values are 265.68 Hz, 201.04 Hz, and 192.02 Hz respecti•ely. These results indicated 
that thi• compresoor would not have any resonant problem during stea.dy·state 60 Hz operation. 
4.2 Results of Forced Re•ponse Analysis 

As shown in Eq. (7), the equations of motions require three input fnrcing functiono, F,(t), M.(t) and 
M.( t). These data vrere provided by a. UTRC quasi·otatk simulation code. This simulation cod,. is actually 
the first generation of the UTRC scroll compressor design code, which has been exlen•ively uoed by Carrier 
to provide the basic design information for any given scroll mmpressor capadty a.nd steady-state operating 
condition. Some of the assumptiuons used in the development of this simulation code are summarized 
below. 

1. The orbiter undergoeo a circular orbiting motion around the fixed ocr<>U only in the (X, Y)-plane. 2_ The ga• pre•sures !Urrounding the orbiter are analytically determined a l a.ny crank angle for o. given 
steady.state openting condition. 

3. The body force and all external loads (including contact force• belw<.,n the ocroll flanks, between 
the orbiter basepla.tP and Oldham coupling ring, between the hub bearing and slider block) are in 
equilibrium with the linear inertia. forces in the axial, radial and tang~ntial directions. 4. Summation• of all moments in the axial, radial a.nd tangential directions for each hardware component 
are zero. 

5. The inertia. effect• are considered in every time •tep, but nr.l carried over to the following step (i.e. 
qua..i.static as•umption). 
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With these a.osumptiono, both the axial component of the reartinu fnrre from Jb<ed scroll and the force 

center required for preventing the orbiter from undergoing axi"l mot.inn were romputed. These data were 

converted into F,(t), M.(t) and M.(t) forth present study. Hnw•ver, in or<ler to acc~pt the experimental 

preooure data from any oteady-state or transient uperations, p"rtions <.,f the original sirnulation code were 

modified and integrated with the present model for use in predicting \he I ransient dynamics for any given 

orbiting scroll design. 

A set of the computed and measured pressures for the entire compression process for the same steady· 

state condition is shown in Fig. 4. Good agreement betwoon the two are indicated. The presoures for a.U 

compteuiot'1 pnckeh a.nd backcha.mber at a.ny given crank an~lf', for on~ re-volution, can be easily derived 

from these data, and reoulto are shown in 5. These data are used fnr rompnting the three forcing functions 

and the results are shown in Fig. 6. 

The effects of ~hermal and pressure loads on the axial growth ,,f orbiting and fixed scroll wraps for 

various compt'essor opE"ratin~ conditions are undf'r continuing .'ltndy. Prf:'liminary reBulh l"Jf a. finite e-lement 

structurala.nalyois indicated that the mal<imum a.l<ial growth always nrrurrorl at the inMr tip of the scroll 

wrap and the predicted numerical value was approl<imately 0.()011 in for the test condition (Ref. 5). 

Based on this preliminary result and the design contours of the two srrnll wrap h~ights, the axial contact 

constraint point (i.e. corresponding to \ 1 in Fig. 2) would occur near lh<" inner tip of the scroll wrap 

and cause the orbiter to undergo small wobbles. The predicted nrbitiug srroll wobble cho.ra.cterislics based 

on this wrap tip constraint for two high pressure, high load, steady-stale oper,.,ting conditions are shown 

in Fig. 7a., and those obtained from the experimental study are shown in Fig. 7b. Good agreement 

between the two is indicated. Both the &naly\ical and experimental results have indicated that the orbiter 

wobble motions are quite small, and ~he experimental results sh<>wed no impact on the operation of \hie 

E!xperimenta.l compreel!!ior. 

S. CONCUJSIONS 

Results of this study indin•ted that thewra.p height contours ofhnlh tho nrhiting and fixed scrolls, which 

vary with compressor operating e<>nditions, play an important r<>le in the s\ udy of orbiter dynamics. The 

importance of conetra.into in the dyn .. mic an .. lyois of a given nrbitcr closign is shown The mnd~l pr~sented 

io capable of predicting the orbiter dynamics of axial motion for stea.d.v-state or start-up operation if the 

wrap heights of both the fixed and orbiting scrollo, the thrust sur(ac~, beanng and seal dearences, and tl!e 

preuure data. surrounding the orbiting scroll are pr~scribed. 
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